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1. Tournament Format & Schedule 
 
1.1. Eligibility 

1.1.1. Team Eligibility. College Season teams in any conference that do not 
qualify for their Conference Playoffs or are already eliminated from 
making their Conference Playoffs are eligible to enter the Teemo Cup. 

1.1.2. Participation Level. Teams that forfeited two or more matches during the 
Regular Season are not eligible for the Teemo Cup. 

1.1.3. Player Eligibility. All individual player eligibility rules in effect for the 
Conference Playoffs also apply to the Teemo Cup. 

1.2. Tier Designation. All participating teams will be placed into a Teemo Cup tier 
based on their final regular season win count, regardless of their conference 
designation. Depending on the distribution of entering teams, tiers may combine 
up to three win groups (e.g. 4-win & 3-win teams in one tier, 2-win & 1-win & 
0-win teams in another). 

1.3. Bracket Format. This phase consists of multiple five-round, best-of-three single 
elimination tournaments. 
 

1.3.1. Seeding. All participating teams within a tier will be split into brackets 
based on their regular season win count. No bracket will be larger than 32 
teams. Teams are seeded within their bracket based on preseason seed. 
Any seeding ties will be broken by coin flip. 
 

1.4. Roster Changes. Teams cannot make roster changes once the cup starts. The 
team’s lineup will be locked 48 hours prior to their first match, and no lineup 
changes may be made after that point. Teams may freely substitute between any 
players on their lineup as normal. 
 

1.5. Schedule 
 

1.5.1. Default Match Time. All Teemo Cup matches are scheduled for Saturday 
of the round at 3:00pm Central Time. Matches may be rescheduled to 
begin at any other day within the round using the same system as the 
regular season. 
 

1.5.2. Bracket Play.  
1.5.2.1. Round 1: Mar 16 - Mar 21 
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1.5.2.2. Round 2: Mar 23 - Mar 28 
1.5.2.3. Round 3: Mar 30 - Apr 4 
1.5.2.4. Round 4: Apr 6 - Apr 11 
1.5.2.5. Round 5: Apr 13 - Apr 18 

 
1.5.3. Changes to Schedule. College Season officials may, at their sole 

discretion, re-order the schedule of matches within a given day and/or 
change the date of a College Season match to a different date or 
otherwise modify the schedule of matches. In the event that the match 
schedule is modified, officials will notify all teams at the earliest 
convenience. 

 
2. Prizes 

  
The top 4 teams in each Teemo Cup bracket are eligible to receive prizes as follows: 
 

Finishing Position Prize Per Player Prize Per Staff 

1st 3000 RP 1500 RP 

2nd 2250 RP 1125 RP 

3rd-4th 1250 RP 625 RP 

 

 


